## GOG INTEREST IN PURCHASING M-16 RIFLE

**Date:** 1975 November 28, 00:00 (Friday)  
**Canonical ID:** 1975GUATEM06713_b  
**Original Classification:** CONFIDENTIAL  
**Current Classification:** UNCLASSIFIED  
**Handling Restrictions:** -- N/A or Blank --  
**Character Count:** 123  
**Executive Order:** GS  
**Locator:** ADS TEXT UNRETRIEVABLE, TEXT ON MICROFILM  
**Concepts:** AIRCRAFT | PROGRAMS (PROJECTS) | STORMS | WEATHER MODIFICATION  
**Type:** TE  
**Archive Status:** Electronic Telemgrams  
**Office Origin:** -- N/A or Blank --  
**Office Action:** ACTION ARA  
**From:** GUATEMALA GUATEMALA  
**To:** DEPARTMENT OF STATE

MRN: 1975GUATEM006713  SEGMENT NUMBER: 000001  EXPAND ERROR ENCOUNTERED;  
TELEGRAM TEXT FOR THIS SEGMENT IS UNAVAILABLE

### References to this document in other cables
- 1975STATE282922
- 1975GUATEM06922

### References in this document to other cables
- 1975GUATEM06703
- 1975GUATEM05935

If the reference is ambiguous all possibilities are listed.